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2.1. Slavic Sociolinguistics in Professional Journals and Series 
=1()%--#($&"!>(.1$&"-!&$7!-%1#%-!6#/2!/2%#1!1%'."&1!9%1#(7#,!9.?"#,&/#($!
-,2%7."%-! /%$7!/(!'#+%!&! )&#1"@!&,,.1&/%!9#,/.1%!()! /2%!1%-%&1,2!/1%$7-!
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EFGHI91%-%$/J5! '(")%+& "#$& -"/3& 52.*,-"#& 6*2.#"(& D'5575! EFGKI91%-%$/J5!
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;<MS>!F&4+#! ;<MK>!N*'%*W! ;<MB>!X1L*Y(%*Z! ;<M=L/! ;<MA>! O#&'(,!
;<MML!!
! 9! !"#$%"$&'41#-"5-'(6&#13&#"'!
! ! ?*%(,! ;<=M>!F$*%4$*-#! ;<=M>! :(7! ;<=<>!F$*%4$*-#! ;<AK>!F&4+#!




! ! F(*%'(%!;<=M/!;<AM>!Q(2%$4!;<AM>! _.4*`*Z!(%)!:$,,!;<GM>!:$,,!






+(*%17!-&%+*%.$)!+&!L$! +&"*-(1/! ,+(4+*%2! *%! +#$!;<<H,! *%)*3*).(1!(4+*-1$,!
".L1*,#$)!*%!+#$!Y&.4%(1,!(%)!,$4*$,!.%)$4!4$3*$0!,#&0!+#(+!I1(3*-!,&E
-*&1*%2.*,+*-! 4$,$(4-#! *%! e&4+#! X'$4*-(! #(,! L$2.%! +&! -&3$4! (! '.-#!
L4&()$4!4(%2$!&P!(4$(,/! *%-1.)*%2! *%-4$(,$,! *%!0&4W!&%! 1(%2.(2$!3(4E





! ! O#&'(,! ;<<S(>! Q(4,#(11/! Nc! ;<<A>! a&4)! SHHS>! ](%2'(%! SHHS>!
O&11$P,&%!SHHS>!Q(g0$11! SHHKL>!O#&'(,!SHHK>!X1$g(%)$4!SHHKh
HB>!:.,#W&!SHHG>!N(%71$%W&!SHHM>!:4('$4!SHHM!
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! "! !"#$%"$&'()#*"+*',-&#).&#"!
! ! #$%$&'()&$*! +,,-.! /012)345! 67! +,,8.! 9:;<4:0! +,,8:.! =>'?:4!




#%:1)0'&:! +,,,.! Q'&$;'&! :01! R2$)4L%S! +,,,.! #:T0)2! B--+.!
NO>3:2LU!B--8.!V<??$04!B--M.!R'%;'&4;S!B--M!
! "! 41#)01*5'!"#$%"$&'4"1#*&#"#+&'!










2.2. Thematic Conference Proceedings and Special-Focus Collections 
=>)?:L$O! T2'<G$0T4! '[! :2L$O%)45! $0! L>)! ['2?! '[! )$L>)2! O'0[)2)0O)! G2'\
O))1$0T4!'2!4G)O$:%\['O<4!O'%%)OL$'045!G2'&$1)!:!4S0O>2'0$O!40:G4>'L!'[!
4O>'%:2%S! L>$0;$0T! :01! :OL$&$LS! 1<2$0T! 4G)O$[$O! G)2$'14! $0! L>)! 1)&)%\
'G?)0L! '[! :! 2)4):2O>! [$)%17! =>)S! L)01! L'! 4>'3! G'$0L4! '[! >)$T>L)0)1!
)?G>:4$4!'2!$0O2):4)1!['O<4!L>:L!4<2[:O)![2'?!L$?)!L'!L$?)!$0!L>)!T)0\
)2:%!2)4):2O>!4L2):?5!:01!:2)! L>)2)['2)!3'2L>! %'';$0T!:L!?'2)!O%'4)%S!
:4! :! 4)G:2:L)! G>)0'?)0'0! $0! L>)! %$0):T)! '[! N%:&$O! 4'O$'%$0T<$4L$O4! $0!
Q'2L>!/?)2$O:7!
=2:O$0T!L>)!O>2'0'%'TS!'[!4<O>!4G)O$:%!$44<)4!3)!4))!L>:L!L>)!T)0\
)2:%! G:LL)20! '[! )?G>:4$4! $0! N'<L>! N%:&$O! ])4G)O$:%%S! ^V#N_! :?'0T!
Q'2L>!/?)2$O:0! 4O>'%:24! L>:L!3:4! $1)0L$[$)1!:P'&)! $4! O'0[$2?)1!:01!
2)$0['2O)1!PS! L>)! 2)%:L$&)%S! ):2%S!:01! 2)G):L)1!:GG):2:0O)!'[! O'0[)2\
)0O)! G2'O))1$0T4! &'%<?)4!'0! 4G)O$[$O:%%S!N'<L>! N%:&$O! 4'O$'%$0T<$4L$O!
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"#$%&'(!)*!+,-./!"01!2#34*56!!"#"$%&'&(#)*(+,(-+!$376%'018!5!8#3761!%''31!
9+.:;<=>?!3*814!"01!"%"61!@A01!8%61BB5!#C!"01!B16"%*D!$#"E!A01!&5'1!#C!
"01! F#3"0! F65G%&! 65*D35D1'H! 9I1*&1J! 5*8! K5D*14! +,-.?! L0%&0! &#*M
"5%*18! @N5$14'! $41'1*"18! 5"! "01!K%&0516! N3$%*! FOB$#'%3B/! P&"#714!
Q<./!+,-RSF$#*'#418!7O!"01!F&0##6!#C!)*"14*5"%#*56!TCC5%4'/!U#63B7%5!
V*%G14'%"O/! W1L! X#4JH/! %*&638%*D! C%G1! 7O! W#4"0! TB14%&5*! '&0#654'!
9T67%*!+,-.Y!I1*&1J!+,-.5Y!K5D*14!+,-.5Y!N5"14*#'"!+,-.Y!Z548!+,-.?(!
F0#4"6O!"01415C"14/!%*!+,-[/!./&(%'+&%0(-%!$376%'018/!5'!%"'!G#6(!+/!*#(!=/!5!
&#*C141*&1! $4#&118%*D'! %''31! 1*"%"618! @F#&%#6%*D3%'"%&! $4#761B'! %*!
U\1&0#'6#G5J%5/! ]3*D54O/! ^#B5*%5/! 5*8! X3D#'65G%5H! 9F&0B56'"%1D!
5*8!K5D*14!+,-[?/!$41'1*"%*D!"01!@$5$14'!#C!5!&#*C141*&1!#*!F#&%#6%*M
D3%'"%&'! %*! 15'"14*! _34#$1! 0168! 5"! "01! N1**'O6G5*%5! F"5"1!V*%G14'%"O/!
;R<;.! P&"#714! +,-.H/! L0141! "01! W#4"0! TB14%&5*! &#*"4%73"%#*'! %*M
&63818!C#34!C4#B!F#3"0!F65G%&!5*8!"L#!C4#B!Z1'"!F65G%&!9F#3"0E!`4%7M
761! +,-[/! I1*&1J! +,-[7/! K5D*14! +,-[7/! W5O6#4! +,-[Y! Z1'"E! a4ObcdJ!
+,-[/!K%&J61'1*!+,-[?(!Z0%61!*#"!#CC%&%566O!C#&3'18!#*!5!'#&%#6%*D3%'"%&!
"01B1/! "01! a1'"'&04%C"! %*! 0#*#4! #C! A0#B5'! a(! K5D*14/! $376%'018! %*!
+,[R!5'!G#6(!./!*#(!=!#C!./&(%'+&%0(-%!9F&0B56'"%1D!+,[R?/!&#*"5%*18!"0411!
'#&%#6%*D3%'"%&!54"%&61'!7O!W#4"0!TB14%&5*!F65G%'"'!9#3"!#C!"01!+R!"#"56!
54"%&61'?/+;! "L#!#C!L0%&0!541!5D5%*! C#&3'18!#*!F#3"0!F65G%&! %''31'/! "01!





G#6(! ./! *#(! +<=! #C! "01! 1#,"$#%,(/#%&' $"0("2' /3' 4&%0(-' &(#)*(+,(-+/! 5! '$1&%56!
"4%$61M%''31!#*!@A01!F65G%&! 65*D35D1'! %*!1B%D45*"!&#BB3*%"%1'H! 9F3'M









+R!A01! 1#,"$#%,(/#%&' $"0("2' /3' 4&%0(-' &(#)*(+,(-+! 9+,-.<[+?! 56'#! $376%'018! 5! *3B714! #C!
%*8%G%8356! &#*"4%73"%#*'! #*! F65G%&! '#&%#6%*D3%'"%&'! 7O! W#4"0! TB14%&5*! '&0#654'E!
W5J0%B#G'JO!+,-.Y!h5*1J!5*8!i54*166!+,--(!
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!"#$%&'(&)*+,+-!&,,&)-&")./(-&")"(0)1&),+/!2,+1!"#&!"#$%&'(!)*+*,-.!/$011!
%2! /$1! (34! 5'510(! 61'7389! :3/$! 7'89;'91! 2%<;(16! %8! =%;/$! =7'>3<! 3(?
(;1(@)A.!)B! #$1! )**C! <%771</3%8! 3+,4(+4&) *2,/+*/51+,4(+4&) *2,61!*/!
"D0'18E17!'86!F0'&10!)**C-!501(18/(!5'510(!20%&!'8!38/1063(<35738'0G!
90%;5! %2! (<$%7'0(! /01'/389! H;1(/3%8(! %2! 7'89;'91! 57'88389! '86! 7'8?
9;'91! 5%73<31(! 38! I;79'03'8! '86!J'<16%83'8! <%8/14/(! "K%0/$!L&103?
<'8!<%8/03,;/3%8(!'01!D0'18E17!)**C.!D0316&'8.!M@!)**C.!F0'&10!)**C.!
N;638! '86! O&38%>! )**C-@! P8! '663/3%8.! /$1! /:%! =%;/$! =7'>3<! >%7;&1(!
3+,4(+4&) 71+,,!,4) !,) 8(42"1+'!+! ")**Q-! '86! 3+,4(+4&) !,) /9&) 620#&0)
8(42"1+') 1+,-"! "QRRS-!163/16!,G!I;9'0(E3!'86!T':E1(:%0/$!1'<$!<%8?
/'38! /$011! <%8/03,;/3%8(! ,G! K%0/$! L&103<'8! =7'>3(/(! "J'9810! )**QU!
K'G7%0!)**QU!#$%&'(!)**Q,U!I0%:81!QRRSU!D0316&'8.!M@!QRRSU!V0118?
,109.!N@!QRRS'-@!
#$3(! 1'07G!'86!%89%389!=%;/$!=7'>3<! 1&5$'(3(! 3(! '7(%! /0'<1',71! 38!
/$1!W/%53<(!3((;1(X!%2!/$1!:,/&0,+/!2,+1);2(0,+1)26)/9&)"2*!2124<)26)1+,4(+4&)
":=>3-.! :$3<$! $'(! 7%89! &'38/'3816! '! /0'63/3%8! %2! 5;,73($389! /$1&'/3?
<'77G! 2%<;(16! 3((;1(! 61>%/16! /%! /$1! (%<3%7389;3(/3<(! %2! (51<323<! 7'8?
9;'91(! %0! 0193%8(@! #$1! %87G! =7'>3<! 7'89;'91(Y0193%8(! 383/3'77G! 01501?
(18/16! 38! :=>3! (51<3'7! 3((;1(!:101! /$1! =%>31/! Z83%8! "F01386710! )*+Q-!
'86![;9%(7'>3'!"J'9810!)*+A,-.!:3/$!/$1!<%8/03,;/3%8(!/%!/$%(1!3((;1(!
<%&389! 81'07G! 14<7;(3>17G! 20%&! \1(/108! (<$%7'0(.)]! 38<7;6389! 23>1!
K%0/$!L&103<'8(!38!/$1!=%>31/!Z83%8!3((;1!'86!2%;0!38!/$1![;9%(7'>3'!
3((;1@!#$1!=%>31/!Z83%8!3((;1!<%8/'3816!'!2%<;(!'0/3<71!%8!W#$1!<$'89?
389! (/'/;(! %2! N;((3'8! 38! /$1! =%>31/! Z83%8X!:3/$! /$1!K%0/$!L&103<'8!
<%8/03,;/3%8(!<%&389!'(!01(5%8(1!531<1(!/%!/$3(!2%<;(!'0/3<71!"L;(/1073/^!
)*+QU!I3738(EG!)*+QU!D310&'8!)*+QU!N'E%:(E'?T'0&(/%81!)*+QU!M'06G(!






)*+*! /01'/(!N;((3'8U! '86!#$%&'(!)*+*'!501(18/(! '8!%>10>31:@! _17'>3<$! <%8/38;1(! /$1!
63(<;((3%8!%2!$3(!/%53<!38!/$1!814/!>%7;&1!%2!/$1!('&1!c%;08'7!"_17'>3<$!)**R-@)




)]!#$1!%87G! 14<15/3%8! 3(! '! <%8/03,;/3%8! 20%&!'! (<$%7'0! '/! /$1!Z83>10(3/G!%2!d'901,! 38!
/$1!3((;1!%8![;9%(7'>3'@!
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"#$%&!'(()#**#(!"+!,-)./!01#)$2'%*!34+)-%!56789!:)$#(1'%;!<=!56789!
>'&%#)! 5678'9! ?'.#)%-*.! 5678@=! A$%2#! ./#! #%(! -B! C-11D%$*.! )DE#! $%!
2#%.)'E! '%(! #'*.#)%! FD)-G#;! ./#)#! /'*! "##%! '! *.#'(+! *.)#'1! -B! !"#$%




*##! 2-%.)$"D.$-%*! B)-1! ,-)./!01#)$2'%*! B-)! AE-J#%#! 3O)##%"#)&;!>=!
566P'9! ?'.#)%-*.! 566P9! ?)$#*.E+! 566P"9! Q-EE#B*-%! 566P@;! 4DE&')$'%!
30%&#E-J!'%(!>')*/'EE! RSST'@;!>'2#(-%$'%! 3:)$#(1'%;!<=! 5667@;! '%(!





B-)2#(! $%! -D)! #W'1$%'.$-%! -B! ./#1'.$2! 2-%B#)#%2#! G)-2##($%&*! '%(!
*G#2$'ENB-2D*!2-EE#2.$-%*=!K#!/'J#!'E)#'(+!%-.#(!./#!#')E+!#%.)+!-B!./#!
A-J$#.!X%$-%!'1-%&!./#! !#"$!H.-G$2*!$**D#*I!$%!567R!3Y)#$%(E#)!567R@=!
Z%! ./#!567[! .L-NJ-ED1#!&'()*+'%,-% +.)%"/012*% /034504)%65)'+2,3! 3?$22/$-!






5667@9! 4DE&')$'! 3<$(#%-J! '%(!0%&#E-J! 5666@9! C)-'.$'! 3:$E$G-J$`! '%(!Y'E-&_#)'! RSS5@9!
A#)"$'! 3U'(-J'%-J$`! '%(! >'_-)! RSS5@9! Ca#2/! U#GD"E$2! 3,#MJ'G$E! '%(! b1#_)M-Jc!
RSSd@9! 4DE&')$'! 3B-2D*! -%!1$%-)$.+! E'%&D'&#! G-E$2+@! 30%&#E-J! '%(!>')*/'EE! RSST"@9!
E'%&D'&#!2-%.'2.!"#.L##%!*1'EE!'%(!E')&#!AE'J$2!E'%&D'&#*!3>').$!'%(!,#MJ'G$E!RSSP@=!
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!"#$ %!&$ '()*+$ ,-.)!/0"$ /("*)!12*!("%$ 342/5$ 6789:$ ;0%<0)(=$ 6789:$
>0#(/%!$ 67890?$ 67891:$@)!*%05$6789:$ A*)2-!"%B5CD$ 6789EF$G+.$6777$ /(HI
H./*!("$!"#$%&'()*+),' "%*(-%./%&.$ 3>!HH%$67771E$/("*0!"%$%.=."$0)*!/H.%$("$
J2%%!0"$ -0*.)!0H$ 1C$ '()*+$ ,-.)!/0"$ %/+(H0)%?$ K!*+$ ("HC$ (".$ '()*+$
,-.)!/0"$ /("*)!12*!("$("$@(H!%+?$(".$ /(-<0)!"#$-2H*!<H.$ H0"#20#.%?$
0"L$0$#.".)0H$!"*)(L2/*!("$3M()$J2%%!0"?$%..$,"L).K%?$NF$6777?$;)."(I
1H.$6777?$>!HH%$6777/?$>(OLO!.)O$6777?$A+0)("(=$6777?$P(5(C0-0$6777?$
Q0!*%.=0$ 6777:$ M()$ @(H!%+?$ %..$ R+)!%*."%."$ 6777:$ M()$ /(-<0)0*!=.?$ %..$
S0"L0$6777:$0"L$M()$*+.$!"*)(L2/*!("?$%..$>!HH%$67770EF$T"$UVVW$0!1$<21I
H!%+.L$ 0$ /(-<H.*.$ %<./!0H$ !%%2.$ ("$ X,-.)!/0"$ J2%%!0"Y$ 3Z!"#$ 0"L$
@(H!"%5C$ UVVWE$ *+0*$ /("*0!".L$ M(2)$ %(/!(H!"#2!%*!/%I()!."*.L$ /("*)!12I
*!("%$1C$'()*+$,-.)!/0"$AH0=!%*%FU6$>(%*$)./."*HC?$=(HF$66?$"(F$[$3UVV8E$
(M$ *+.$ 2*/),*#/%3*#"' 43-,*#"' 35' 6%"%*(-#"' )+-&#/%3*' #*+' 6%"%*(-#"%.7$ /("I
*0!".L$ 0$ %<./!0H$ !%%2.$ ("$ X>2H*!H!"#20H!%-$ !"$ <(%*IA(=!.*$ /(2"*)!.%Y$





02*+().L$ 1C$ '()*+$ ,-.)!/0"$ %/+(H0)%$ 34)(L%5_$ 677^:$ 421."!5$ 677^:$






*+0"$ !"$ *+.$ !"=.%*!#0*!("$ (M$ *+.$a.%*$ AH0=!/$ H0"#20#.%?$ ).#0)LH.%%$ (M$
H!"#2!%*!/$ %21M!.HL$ /("/.)".LFU^$ T*$ !%$ *+.).M().$ ".!*+.)$ %2)<)!%!"#$ "()?$
2"L(21*.LHC?$ 0$ /(!"/!L."/.$ *+0*$K.$ %..$ 0$ <0**.)"$ (M$ A(2*+$ 0"L$ N0%*$
AH0=!/$ H0"#20#.$.-<+0%!%$ %<./!M!/0HHC$ !"$ %(/!(H!"#2!%*!/$ ).%.0)/+?$-!)I
)()!"#$ *+.$#.".)0H$<0**.)"%$(M$ H0"#20#.$ M(/2%$ %.."$ *+)(2#+(2*$ AH0=!/$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
U6$,"L).K%?$ bF$ UVVW:$ Z0#0"$ UVVW:$ @(H!"%5C$ UVVW1:$ A/+-!**$ UVVWF$ G+.$ %/(<.$ (M$ *+!%$




U^$T"L..L?$J2%%!0"$+0%$ 0HK0C%$L(-!"0*.L$ *+.$(=.)0HH$ M!.HL$(M$ AH0=!/$A*2L!.%$ !"$'()*+$
,-.)!/0$!"$.%%."*!0HHC$0HH$(M$*+.$L!%/!<H!".%$/("/.)".L$K!*+$*+.$AH0=!/$).#!("F$
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"#$%&#'(#)'!#$!*+,(-!./0,#)12!3-0!%0$0,1"!4,05+/#$1$)0!+6!7+&(-!1$5!
81'(! 7"19#)! "1$%&1%0'! #$! 7"19#)! '+)#+"#$%&#'(#)! ,0'01,)-! #$! *+,(-!
./0,#)1!)1$!1"'+!:0!,0"1(05!#$!41,(!(+!01,";!5#660,0$)0'!(-1(!0<#'(05!#$!
4,091#"#$%!'+)#+=4+"#(#)1"!)&,,0$('!#$!(-0!7"19#)='401>#$%!)+&$(,#0'!&$=
50,! '(1(0! '+)#1"#'/2! 3-0'0! '+)#+=4+"#(#)1"! 5#660,0$)0'! 1""+?05! )0,(1#$!
,0'01,)-!4,1)(#)0'!#$!'+/0!)+&$(,#0'!:&(!#$-#:#(05!(-0/!#$!+(-0,'!#$!(-0!
01,";! 50)150'! +6! '+)#+"#$%&#'(#)! ,0'01,)-! @(-,+&%-! (-0! ABCD'E2! F$! (-0!
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/0$(!+6!*+,(-!./0,#)1$!7"19#)! '+)#+"#$%&#'(#)! ,0'01,)-! :0;+$5! (-0'0!
#$#(#1"!6+)#!@#$(+!5#')+&,'0!1$5!4,1%/1(#)'G!%0$50,!"#$%&#'(#)'G!"1$%&1%0!
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!"#$%&#'(&)&*+,-&.$' /.' $%&'01123'4.('52223' $%4$'643'+73&#)&(' /.' $%&'
3"#)&8'+!' /.(/)/("4*'4#$/9*&3' /3'4*3+'-/##+#&(' /.'+"#'#&)/&6'+!'9+.!&#:
&.9&',#+9&&(/.;3'4.('$%&-4$/9'9+**&9$/+.3<'
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01@23' 4.(' $%4$' ,#&3&.$&('4' $#&4$-&.$'+!' /$' 49#+33' 4**' $%&' *4#;&#'A*4)/9'
*4.;"4;&3B' 12&' 3!".)4' !),&-"-5' !"#$%"$&+' CA9%&.?&#' 4.(' A$4.?/&6/9D'
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)+*"-&>' 3!".)4' !)#$%)+,)4+' "#*' !"#$%"$&' ,&"42)#$9' 3&!&4,&*' ("(&-+' )#' ,2&'
2%0"#),)&+' 7-/0' ,2&' F"#77' GHI' J#,&-#",)/#"!' K/#7&-&#4&' CM4;.&#' 01NK7E>'
9+.$4/.&('4.'&.$/#&'3&9$/+.'(&)+$&('$+'OP4.;"4;&'9+(/!/94$/+.Q<5N'L*3+'
4-+.;' $%&' 9+**&9$/+.3' (&)+$&(' $+' *4.;"4;&' ,*4../.;' 4.(' 9+.$4/./.;'
R+#$%'L-&#/94.'9+.$#/7"$/+.3'4#&'$%&'4!+#&-&.$/+.&('&4#*8'JC3L'/33"&3'
+.'$%&'A+)/&$'S./+.'CT#&/.(*&#'01@5E'4.('U";+3*4)/4'CM4;.&#'01@F7E>'
43'6&**' 43' $%&' JC3L' /33"&' +.' A*+)&./4' CH#&&.7&#;>'M<' 011N7E>' 4.(' $%&'
,#&)/+"3*8' 9/$&(' 3,&9/4*' /33"&' +.' ,+3$:A+)/&$' 9+".$#/&3' /.' $%&' J#,&-#"M
,)/#"!'N/%-#"!'/7'<)!)#$%"!'&*%4",)/#'"#*'<)!)#$%"!)+0'CG4)*&.?+'522@4E<'
V%&'4#&4'+!'0)#/-),5'!"#$%"$&'0")#,&#"#4&'%43'4*3+'7&&.'$%&'$+,/9'+!'
9+-,*&$&' 9+**&9$/+.3>' /.9*"(/.;' $%&' ,#&)/+"3*8' -&.$/+.&(' 3&$3' OV%&'
(/*&--4'+!' $%&'-&*$/.;',+$B'V%&' 943&'+!' $%&'A+"$%'A*4)/9' *4.;"4;&3Q'
CP&.9&?' 4.(' M4;.&#' 01NK>' 3,&9/4*' /33"&' +!' O&#&-"!' !)#$%)+,)4+EW' OV%&'
A*4)/9'*4.;"4;&3'/.'&-/;#4.$'9+--"./$/&3Q'CA"33&X'01@0>'3,&9/4*'/33"&'
+!' J#,&-#",)/#"!' -&.)&P' /7' 3!".)4' !)#$%)+,)4+EW' 4.(' OL-&#/94.' Y"33/4.Q'
CT/.;'4.('G+*/.3?8'522K>'3,&9/4*'/33"&'+!'C3LE<5@'
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''
5F'R+#$%' L-&#/94.' 9+.$#/7"$+#3' /.9*"(&(B' R48*+#' 01@2ZQA&#7+:[#+4$/4.QW' G/99%/+'




5N'R+#$%' L-&#/94.' 39%+*4#3' #&,#&3&.$&(' 6&#&B' P&.9&?' 01NK7W' G&#&*-"$&#' 01NKW' 4.('
Y+$%3$&/.'01NK<'
5@'A*4)/9' *4.;"4;&3' /.' 4' 3/$"4$/+.' +!' -/.+#/$8' *4.;"4;&' -4/.$&.4.9&' /.' $%&' S./$&('
A$4$&3'6&#&'4*3+' $#&4$&(' /.' $%&'+)&#)/&63' $%4$' 4$$&-,$&(' $+';/)&'4';&.&#4*' */.;"/3$/9'
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"#!$%&!&'()*!+,))&+$-,#.!/'#0!&1&#!.,2&!,3!$%&!)'$&(!,#&.4!#,$!0&0-5
+'$&0!$,!'!6'($-+7)'(! .783-&)09!87$!('$%&(!,(:'#-;&0!'(,7#0! )'#:7':&.!
'#0! (&:-,#.9! <&! ,3$&#! .&&! 0-.+7..-,#.! ,3!2,.$9! -3! #,$! '))9! ,3! $%&! 3,7(!
$,6-+.! -0&#$-3-&0! %&(&! '.! &'()*!=,($%!>2&(-+'#! 3,+')! 6,-#$.! -#! ?)'1-+!
.,+-,)-#:7-.$-+!(&.&'(+%@!?7+%!-.!$%&!+'.&!<-$%!.&1&(')!,3!$%&!+,))&+$-,#.!
')(&'0*! 2&#$-,#&0A! B?,+-,)-#:7-.$-+! 6(,8)&2.! -#! C;&+%,.),1'D-'9!
E7#:'(*9! F,2'#-'9! '#0!G7:,.)'1-'H! /?+%2').$-&:! '#0!I':#&(! JKLM9!
.6&+-')! -..7&! ,3! !"#$%& '#%($)%4! <%-+%! -#+)70&0! )'#:7':&! 6)'##-#:! '#0!
)'#:7':&! 1'(-'$-,#N! $%&!I':#&(! O&.$.+%(-3$! /?+%2').$-&:! JKMP9! .6&+-')!
-..7&! ,3! !"#$%& '#%($)%4! <%-+%! -#+)70&0! .$'#0'(0! )'#:7':&9! )'#:7':&!
2'-#$&#'#+&9! '#0!'! .7(1&*!,3! -..7&.N! '#0! $%&! $<,!1,)72&.!,#!G7:,5
.)'1-'!8*!Q7:'(.D-!'#0!E'<D&.<,($%!/JKKR9!RSSP4!<%-+%! -#+)70&! )'#5
:7':&! 6)'##-#:9! )'#:7':&!2'-#$&#'#+&9! '#0! )'#:7':&! 1'(-'$-,#@! T&(5
%'6.!$%&!8&.$!&U'26)&!,3!37))!+,1&(':&!,3!$%&!&'()*!3,+-!,3!(&.&'(+%!'+5
$-1-$*!-#!'!.-#:)&!+,))&+$-,#!-.!*%+$,-$,'&".&/0,)12&3-45$,'&$6&/0,)1&'")$"#$67
84$'-$)'! /V+D&($! JKKW4! <%-+%! -.! ,1&($)*! ,(:'#-;&0! -#$,! 3,7(! .&+$-,#.A!
BX'#:7':&!#,(2!'#0!+,0-3-+'$-,#H9!BY'(-&$-&.!,3!C;&+%! -#! )-$&('$7(&H9!
BC,22,#! C;&+%! '#0! C;&+%! 0-')&+$.H9! '#0! BC;&+%! -#! +,#$'+$! <-$%!
,$%&(!)'#:7':&.H@!
"$!.&&2.! .'3&! $,! .'*! $%'$9!<-$%!'! (&)'$-1&)*!.2'))!#728&(!,3!?)'1-+!
)-#:7-.$.! '+$-1&)*! &26),*-#:! .,+-,)-#:7-.$-+! (&.&'(+%! 3('2&<,(D.! '#0!
2&$%,0,),:-&.!-#!$%&!3-(.$!.&1&(')!0&+'0&.!,3!$%&!3-&)0!/3(,2!$%&!JKZS.!
-#$,! $%&!&'()*!JKKS.49! $%&!'(&'.!,3!(&.&'(+%!&26%'.-.! /-#!8,$%!.783-&)0!
'#0!)'#:7':&4!$%'$!<&!.&&!-#!$%&!678)-+'$-,#.!,3!$%&!6&(-,0!'(&!'!0-(&+$!
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!"#$%"$&'!($)*&!+,(-.("/+(!&%$&0*&1$"$%21(%&',$"$&'!($'(%+'"#21(2',(+2!"0
+#'(34#&*+(2"( "/2"( "$)+(21!&(,+"+#)$'+,( "/+(*#+!+'%+(2',(2-!+'%+(&5(
%+#"2$'( !&%$&1$'64$!"$%( "&*$%!( 2',( )+"/&,&1&6$+!( 72!( 8+11( 2!( %+#"2$'(
12'6426+!9(&'(:12;$!"!<(#+!+2#%/(26+',2!=(
>'"&( "/+(?@@A!( 2',(BAAA!C(8+(-+6$'( "&( !++C( 2!(,$!%4!!+,( $'( !+%"$&'(
B=?(2',(2!( %&41,(-+(2'"$%$*2"+,( 5#&)(%/2'6+!( $'( %&',$"$&'!( $'(%+'"#21(
2',( +2!"+#'( 34#&*+C( "/+( 2**+2#2'%+( &5( %&11+%"$&'!( &'( "&*$%!( 12#6+1.(
4'"#+2"+,( *#+;$&4!1.=( D&'!$,+#C( 5&#( +E2)*1+C( "/+( 21#+2,.0)+'"$&'+,(
%14!"+#(&'(12'6426+(2',('2"$&'21$!)($'("/+(!"#"$%"#&'()%(*&+,&-./$%(-&%#&
#".%+#"0%-123()/(& 4"#"$%(##(&$(-&5./$(-&-/'& 0(&#".%+#"0%-1((?FC(?GB( 7H/&0
)2!(?@I@-9(2',("/+(%&11+%"$&'(60")%4&7(#$('&0%#7/%-.%4-(7J$11!(?@@@-9C(&#(
"/+( ,+"2$1+,( $';+!"$62"$&'!( 2',( ,+!%#$*"$&'!( &5( )$'&#$".( 12'6426+(
!$"42"$&'!( "/#&46/&4"( "/+( #+6$&'( $'(8%#7/%-.%4& 1%#+'%.%(-& %#& 4(#.'"0& "#$&
("-.('#&9/'+:((7K241!"&'(2',(K+%L/2)(?@@I9=MA(>',++,C(8+(-+6$'("&(!++(
%&11+%"$&'!( &'( "&*$%!( "/2"(8+#+( *#+;$&4!1.( N4'"#+2"2-1+O( $'( "/+( !+'!+(
"/2"( "/+( !&%$&0*&1$"$%21( %&',$"$&'!( "/2"( '&8(6$;+( #$!+( "&( "/+( "&*$%( ,$,(
'&"(+E$!"(*#+;$&4!1.=(H/+(;&14)+(;<(#&9"-.&1(.&;(-.=&6+4%+0%#7/%-.%4-&%#&
.<(& ,+'1('&6+4%"0%-.&>0+4( 7P2#1$6(2',(K1Q/(?@@R9(6#+8(&4"(&5( "/+( %&'5+#0
+'%+( N32!"( 34#&*+2'( !&%$&1$'64$!"$%!S( P$!"&#.( 2',(*#&!*+%"!O( /+1,( $'(
?@@M(2"(>',$2'2(T'$;+#!$".C(2',(82!(,+!$6'+,("&(*#&;$,+(2'(&;+#;$+8(
&5( !&%$&1$'64$!"$%( #+!+2#%/( $'( "/+( %&4'"#$+!( &5( %+'"#21( 2',( +2!"+#'(
34#&*+(2!( "/+.( %2)+(&4"(&5( "/+( !&%$21$!"(*+#$&,C(,$!%4!!$'6(8/2"(/2,(
2',(/2,'<"(-++'( ,&'+( 7$=+=C(8/2"(82!(2',(82!'<"(*&!!$-1+9( 4',+#( !&0
%$21$!)( 2',(8/2"(82!( 2',(82!'<"( -+$'6( ,&'+( $'( "/+( +2#1.( *&!"0?@I@(
.+2#!=M?( >"( $!( "+11$'6( "/2"( 2"( #&46/1.( "/+( !2)+( "$)+( 2!(P2#1$6(2',(K1Q/(
*4-1$!/+,( "/+$#( %&11+%"$&'( &5( 2#"$%1+!( &'( N+)+#6+'"O( !&%$&1$'64$!"$%(
#+!+2#%/( $'( %+'"#21( 2',( +2!"+#'( 34#&*+C( "/+( K&1$!/( !+#$+!( ?"@#+*-A(&
$A%(@(& @BACDE*& -F+*%"G-D%4<( 7NJ&!"( #+%+'"( /$!"&#.( &5( "/+( :12;$%( 12'0
6426+!O9(-+62'( $"!(*4-1$%2"$&'( #4'(&5( ?U( ;&14)+!(&'( "/+( %4##+'"( 12'0




M?(H/+( ;&14)+( $'%14,+!( 5$;+( %&'"#$-4"$&'!( 7&4"( &5( "+'( "&"219( 5#&)( W&#"/( V)+#$%2'(
!%/&12#!S([#$)!/28(?@@RY(P2))+#(?@@RY(P2#1$6(?@@R2C(?@@R-Y(\&&1/$!+#(?@@R=(
MB(6':-D%& @(A%D( 7:+#-$2'Y(]2,&;2'&;$^( ?@@F9Y(HI07"'-D%& (A%D( 7_4162#$2'Y(`$)$"#&;2(?@@a9Y(
3/--D%@&@"ACD(7]4!!$2'Y(b$#c2+;(?@@a9Y(6('>JK%#"(7:&#-$2'Y(X2!L2(?@@I9Y(L(-DM&@"ACD(7Dd+%/Y(
e&f+'!Lg(?@@I9Y(60+)(#-D%& @(A%D( 7:1&;+'+Y(Z$,&;$h0J4/2(?@@I9Y(60+)(#-DM& @"ACD( 7:1&;2LY(
_&!iL( ?@@I9Y( N')".-D%& @(A%D( 7D#&2"$2'Y( j&'h2#$^( ?@@I9Y( H(0"'/-D"@"& 1+)"( 7_+12#4!$2'Y(
j4L2k2'+%C( K#$6&,d$hC( 2',( :c2)+kL2( ?@@I9Y(O"D($+#-D%& @"A%D( 7J2%+,&'$2'Y( J$'&;20
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"#$%&'()*+$,&-.! '/0-12&+)! '/-'+2-+34! 15+)+! %/#06+)! .+-+2$##7! .&%+!
$6*#+! )*$'+! 1/! $! 8&3+! %$2&+17! /9! )/'&/#&-.0&)1&'! :0+)1&/-)! &-! 15+&2!
/%+2$##! 12+$16+-1!/9! +$'5! #$-.0$.+;$!5&)1/2&'$#! 9&2)1! 9/2!6$-7!/9! 15+!
&-('/0-127! #&-.0&)1&'! 12$3&1&/-)<!=5+!/-+!%/#06+!/9! 15+! 9/021++-!1/!>+!
+3&1+3! $-3! '/-12&>01+3! 1/! >7! $! ?/215! @6+2&'$-! )'5/#$24! !"#$%&#'()*
)+,('!AB=5+!C0)7-!#$-.0$.+DE!F$./')&!GHHIJ4!&)!$!.//3!+K$6*#+!/9!15+!
+K1+-1!1/!85&'5!)/'&/#&-.0&)1&')!&)!82$**+3!&-1/!15+!9$>2&'!/9!15+)+!%/#(
06+)4! 15+! 9&2)1! 152++! )+'1&/-)! >+&-.! +-1&1#+3L! BM)1/2&N-/(+1-/.2$9&N-$! &!
O$P7,/%$! /)-/%$D4! BQ&1+2$102-7O! O$P7,D4! B"/'&/#&-.%&)1&N-7O! $)*+,1D!
AB=5+!5&)1/2&'$#(+15-/.2$*5&'!$-3!#&-.0&)1&'!>$)+D4!B=5+!)1$-3$23!#$-(
.0$.+D4!B=5+!)/'&/#&-.0&)1&'!$)*+'1D4!2+)*+'1&%+#7J<!
2.3. Monographs on Slavic Sociolinguistics 
M-! 15+! +$2#7! 3+'$3+)! /9! 15+! 9&+#34! +K1+-3+3! )/'&/#&-.0&)1&'! )103&+)! /9!
"#$%&'! #$-.0$.+)!>7!?/215!@6+2&'$-! )'5/#$2)!$**+$2+3! &-!>//,!9/26!
/-#7! /-! $-! /''$)&/-$#! >$)&)<! RK$6*#+)! /9! )0'5! +$2#7! 6/-/.2$*5&'!
)103&+)! &-!"#$%&'!)/'&/#&-.0&)1&')!&-'#03+L!-$.*"'/+$%$#01.*201/$34#5/+01.6*




4B/(* B3* 41.* 2CBH.%.* C+%G"+G.! AQ+-'+,! STYGJEWI! E1.* $I5+04* B3* 41.* NCC(/$+%*
OBH.I.%4*B%*41.*K/B+4$+%*C.P$0B%!A=5/6$)!STYY$J<!?/1!)02*2&)&-.#74!8+!
/-'+!$.$&-!)++! 15+!*2/6&-+-'+!/9! 15+!"/015!$-3!R$)1!"#$%&'! #$-.0$.+!
>2$-'5+)! &-! 15+)+! +$2#7! 6/-/.2$*5)4! $-3! 8+! 9&-3! 15+! 9$6&#&$2! +$2#7!
+6*5$)&)! /-! 15+! 1/*&')! /9! #$-.0$.+! *#$--&-.! $-3! )1$-3$23! #$-.0$.+!
3+%+#/*6+-1E! #$-.0$.+! '/-1$'1! *5+-/6+-$E! #$-.0$.+! %$2&$1&/-! $-3!
*2+)1&.+!%$2&+1&+)E!6&-/2&17!#$-.0$.+!6$&-1+-$-'+<!
M-! 15+!*$)1! 18/!3+'$3+)4!>//,)! &-!"#$%&'! )/'&/#&-.0&)1&')!>7!?/215!
@6+2&'$-! )'5/#$2)!5$%+!>+.0-!$**+$2&-.!8&15!2+#$1&%+! 92+:0+-'7<! M-(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!
Ź02,/%$! STTYJE! D'/+Q%#R'+* IBH+! A[,2$&-&$-E! \+26/#+-,/! STTTJE! ST,('* 5BC#'$! AV/#&)5E!
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!"#"$!%&'()*+,&-+%&+.,#,(("(+!/+!0"+-%1"#$%2%3,!%/&+!0,!+4"+$,4+,5/1"+ %&+
%&-%1%-6,(+7/6#&,(+,#!%3("$+,&-+%&+!0"8,!%3+3/(("3!%/&$+%&+!0"+9::;$+,&-+
<;;;$*+ !0"$"+ #"3"&!+ 8/&/'#,.0$+ 3/1"#+ ,+ 5#/,-+ #,&'"+ /2+ (,&'6,'"$+
=>,$!?+ @"(,#6$%,&*+ A6$$%,&*+ BC#,%&%,&D+ E"$!?+ FG"30*+ H/(%$0*+ I(/1,CD+
I/6!0?+@FJIK*+,&-+!0")+"L.(/#"+,&+"L.,&-"-+1,#%"!)+/2+$/3%/(%&'6%$!%3+
$652%"(-$*+4%!0+&/!,5("+"8.0,$%$+/&+ %$$6"$+/2+ (,&'6,'"+,&-+"!0&%3%!)M+
%-"&!%!)+ ,&-+ 4%!0+ !0"+ ,--%!%/&+ /2+ $/3%/(%&'6%$!%3+ 3/88"&!,#)+ !/+ ,+
'#,88,#M(,&'6,'"+ !"L!5//C+ =I0"1"(/1+ 9:N:D+ O,88"#/1P+ ,&-+ A%.C,+
9::QD+ F/8#%"*+ I!/&"*+ ,&-+ H/(%&$C)+ 9::RD+ O,&&,&+ 9::RD+ S,6"#$-/#2+
9::RD+A%"$+9::TD+U&-#"4$*+VW+9::ND+S,%!%&+9::ND+I8%!0+9::ND+X#%"-8,&*+
YW+ 9:::D+ U("L,&-"#+ <;;;D+ F/((%&$+ <;;9D+ @#/4&"+ <;;<D+ Z/#0,8+ <;;[D+
Z#"&/5("+ <;;[D+ Z#""&5"#'*+ AW+ <;;Q5D+ @%(,&%6C+ <;;\D+U("L,&-"#+ <;;R,D+
>3C"#!+<;;RKW+
3. Leading Edge 
3.1. SLING2K 
]!+ %$+ %&!"#"$!%&'+ !/+ &/!"+ !0,!+ !0"+ 3/&2"#"&3"+ ^_0"+ 26!6#"+ /2+ I(,1%3+ (%&`
'6%$!%3$+%&+U8"#%3,a+=,($/+C&/4&+,$+^IS]bZ<caK+0"(-+,!+]&-%,&,+B&%`
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Series Consulted in Section 2.1 
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